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Black-carbon reduction of snow albedo
Odelle L. Hadley* and ThomasW. Kirchstetter

Climate models indicate that the reduction of surface albedo
caused by black-carbon contamination of snow contributes to
global warming and near-worldwide melting of ice1,2. In this
study, we generated and characterized pure and black-carbon-
laden snow in the laboratory and verified that black-carbon
contamination appreciably reduces snow albedo at levels that
have been found in natural settings1,3,4. Increasing the size
of snow grains in our experiments decreased snow albedo
and amplified the radiative perturbation of black carbon,
which justifies the aging-related positive feedbacks that are
included in climate models. Moreover, our data provide an
extensive verification of the Snow, Ice and Aerosol Radiation
model1, which will be included in the next assessment of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change5.

Snow is among the most reflective of natural surfaces on Earth.
Addition of dark impurities decreases its reflectance, also known
as albedo, and increases its absorption of solar energy. In 1950s
Soviet Central Asia, following a practice dating back to the time
of Alexander the Great, snow was intentionally darkened with coal
dust to accelerate glacial melting and increase the supply of irri-
gation water. In contrast, present-day, impurity-enhanced glacial
melting that stems from the pollution of snow with trace amounts
of black carbon (BC) is unintended and a cause for concern1,2,6.

BC, a main component of microscopic soot particles produced
from the burning of diesel, coal and biomass, strongly absorbs solar
radiation. Radiation-transfer calculations indicate that seemingly
small amounts of BC in snow, of the order of 10–100 parts per
billion by mass (ppb), decrease its albedo by 1–5% (refs 2,7,8).
When included in climate models, this BC-induced albedo
reduction constitutes a positive radiative climate forcing that
contributes to global and regional warming because less solar energy
is reflected back to space. The globally averaged radiative forcing
fromBC contamination of snow is small (0.05Wm�2), but regional
forcing over snow-covered regions, such as the Arctic and the
Himalayas (0.6 and 3.0Wm�2, respectively), are comparable to the
perturbation caused by the accumulation of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere since preindustrial times (1.5Wm�2; ref. 1).

Although it may seem surprising that trace amounts of BC in
snow can have significant climate effects, there are several, not
immediately obvious, contributing factors at play. Compared with
other constituents of atmospheric particulate matter that deposit
in snow, notably dust, BC absorbs solar radiation most efficiently2.
The absorbing efficiency of BC is higher in snow than in the
atmosphere because sunlight is scattered more in snow than in
air, which increases the probability of interaction with BC (ref. 9).
Additionally, the BC–snow forcing ismore impactful than indicated
by a direct comparison with the CO2 forcing because, according to
climate models1,2, BC warms the planet two to three times more
thanCO2 for the same instantaneousWm�2 of forcing1.

The greater warming, or efficacy, of the BC–snow forcing is
the result of positive feedbacks, including a BC-caused acceleration
in the growth of snow grains that further decreases albedo1.
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Snow grains naturally grow as they age, and larger grains allow
sunlight to travel deeper into a snowpack, which reduces the surface
albedo10–12. A positive feedback is included in climate models
because the absorption of sunlight by BC in snow is expected to
cause the grains to melt, fuse and grow faster than would occur in
pure snow. Also, models of radiation transfer in snow predict that a
fixed amount of BC will reduce the surface albedo of larger-grained
snowmore than it would in snowwith smaller grains1,8,11,13,14.

Radiation-transfer models of pure-snow albedo have been vali-
dated by measurements14–16 and a recent study found good agree-
ment between theory and measured albedo reduction owing to
2,500 ppb BC in snow13. However, model predictions of BC-caused
snow-albedo reduction over a range of BC levels and snow grain
sizes have not been verified by measurements. The main reason is
that the BC effect is typically masked in natural environments by
other variables that influence albedo, such as snow grain size, snow
density, snow depth and the interaction of sunlight with the under-
lying surface, tree cover and solar zenith angle7,13,17. Consequently,
measurements of artificial homogeneous snow with high concen-
trations of BC are needed. Experiments of this nature are being con-
ducted both outdoors13 and, aswe have done here, in the laboratory.

Here, we developed a new approach to isolate the effect of
BC on snow albedo through laboratory experimentation. We
developed processes for making both pristine and BC-laden snow
and techniques for measuring the morphology, albedo and BC
content of snow. These methods have allowed us to quantify the
snow-albedo reduction associated with increasing amounts of BC
and as a function of snow grain size. With the most extensive data
set available so far, we compared our experimental observations
with the output of the Snow, Ice and Aerosol Radiation (SNICAR)
model as a step towards verifying or refuting the predicted climate
impacts of BC in snow.

Wemade snow in the laboratorywith BC concentrations ranging
from 0 to 1,700 ppb, which spans the range of BC concentrations
measured in snow worldwide1,3,18,19. Laboratory snow grains were
spherical, equivalent to those of snowpacks simulated by models1,16
and resembling naturally aged snow grains that have been rounded
by forces of temperature and pressure10 better than freshly fallen
flakes. We examined different sizes of snow grains characterized by
optical effective radii (Reff) of 55, 65 and 110 µm.

The spectral albedo of snow measured in our experiments
and simulated with the SNICAR model is shown in Fig. 1. We
ran the model with a solar zenith angle of 0� to be consistent
with our experimental method of measuring albedo and with
BC concentrations and effective snow grain sizes that matched
our experimental values. SNICAR is described in Supplementary
Section S7. Model parameters simulated an infinitely deep
snowpack, eliminating the influence of the underlying surface
on albedo. Our measurements have been scaled by the amounts
shown in Supplementary Fig. S5 (<1% adjustment in most
cases) so that they are representative of an infinite snow depth
(Supplementary Section S6).
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Figure 1 | Spectral albedo of snow of different Reff measured in our experiments (dots) and modelled using SNICAR (shaded bands). a, 55 µm Reff,
b, 65 µm Reff and c, 110 µm Reff. Error bars show the standard deviation of the measurements. Upper and lower boundaries of the shaded bands correspond
to modelled albedo assuming BC mass absorption cross-sections, at ⌦= 550 nm, of 7.5 and 15 m2 g�1, respectively.

The spectral albedos of pure snow derived from our
measurements and simulated with SNICAR are in good agreement.
More notably, wemeasured decreasing snow albedowith increasing
levels of BC contamination, confirming the fundamental premise
of a BC-induced snow-albedo reduction. The convergence of
spectral albedo at wavelengths greater than 700 nm, for pure and
BC-contaminated snow samples alike, shows that the radiative
perturbation of BC is largest in the visible and becomes insignificant
in the near-infrared region of the solar spectrum, as previously
hypothesized8. The reason is that ice strongly absorbs infrared
radiation and masks the BC absorption, which decreases with
increasing wavelength8.

The wide span in the simulated spectral albedo of BC-
contaminated snow (Fig. 1, shaded regions) illustrates sensitivity
to the mass absorption cross-section (MAC) of BC—a measure of
how much sunlight BC particles can absorb. Referring to natural
variation in BC MAC by as much as a factor of two, Bohren
previously asserted that predicting snow albedo requires more
information about BC than is readily obtainable20. Today, however,
improved instrumentation more readily provides measurements
of BC MAC. The upper limit of simulated spectral albedo
in Fig. 1 corresponds to a BC MAC equal to 7.5m2 g�1 (at
550 nm), the value assumed in a recent climate assessment1 and
an appropriate value for freshly emitted BC (ref. 21). The lower
limit corresponds to snow contaminated with BC that is twice
as absorbing (MAC = 15m2 g�1), which matched the BC in our
experiments (Supplementary Section S3) and is an appropriate
value for atmospherically aged BC (ref. 22).

Based on our spectral albedo measurements and the properties
of ice in the near infrared, we estimated the spectrally weighted
albedo of snow over the 300–2,500 nm solar spectrum. As shown
in Fig. 2, the albedo of both pure and BC-contaminated snow is
lower when snow grains are larger. For example, measurements and
model alike show that increasing Reff from 55 to 110 µm decreases
pure-snow albedo by 0.05 (from 0.82 to 0.77), increasing solar
absorption in snow by 28%. In Fig. 3, we show for each snow grain
size the albedo reduction attributable only to BC (1↵BC), calculated
as the difference between pure- and BC-contaminated snow albedo.
These data reveal an effect that is not obvious in Figs 1 and 2: the
radiative perturbation of BC in snow is amplified with increasing
snow grain size, asWarren andWiscombe predicted23. For example,
the albedo reduction attributable to 300 ppb of BC is 20% larger
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Figure 2 | Spectrally weighted snow albedo over the 300–2,500nm solar
spectrum: derived from our experiments (dots, ±1 standard deviation)
and modelled using SNICAR (shaded bands). Upper and lower boundaries
of the shaded bands correspond to modelled albedo assuming BC mass
absorption cross-sections, at ⌦= 550 nm, of 7.5 and 15 m2 g�1, respectively.

in 110 µm snow (�0.06) than it is in 55 µm snow (�0.05). Thus,
our measurements support the inclusion of a positive feedback in
climate models to account for the increased solar energy absorbed
by BC in ageing snow.

To illustrate the combined influences of grain growth and
BC contamination on snow-albedo reduction, we can express
the overall albedo change as the sum of three components: the
albedo change (�0.05) that occurs when pure snow grows from
55 to 110 µm, that owing to the 300 ppb BC contamination of
initially 55 µm snow (�0.05), and the incremental change in albedo
(�0.06+0.05=�0.01) owing to the amplification of BC’s radiative
perturbation when the snow grows to 110 µm. Thus, compared
with pure 55 µm snow, 300 ppb BC contamination and growth
to 110 µm causes a net albedo reduction of 0.11 (from 0.82 to
0.71), causing the snow to absorb 61% more solar energy. In this
example, a little more than half of the additional energy absorbed
would be owing to BC.
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Figure 3 | Snow-albedo reduction attributed to BC computed as the
albedo of pure snowminus the albedo of BC-contaminated snow for a 0�

solar zenith angle (unless otherwise noted). Filled circles show
experimental data for snow with Reff of 55, 65 and 110 µm. Solid lines are
the result of an empirical model derived from our data and predict BC’s
radiative perturbation in larger-grained snow. The dashed lines show
SNICAR predictions for a BC MAC of 11 m2 g�1 at 550 nm. The dash–dot
lines show SNICAR predicted albedo reduction at two Reff for a 60� solar
zenith angle.

To estimate the albedo reduction owing to BC in snow with
grains larger than we could measure in our experiments, we derived
an empirical model from a least-squares fit of our data: 1↵BC =
0.0035 BCk , where k = 0.295 (R0.114

eff ) and BC concentration and
snow-grain Reff are expressed in units of ppb and µm, respectively.
Empirically determined 1↵BC is plotted in Fig. 3 (solid lines) for
Reff of 110, 200, 400 and 800 µm, sizes that are typical of snow in
spring17,24. Ourmodel predicts that the radiative perturbation of BC
in snow continues to increase as snow grains grow: the BC-caused
snow-albedo reduction and, thus, the energy absorbed by snow
increases by nearly 50% for each doubling of Reff.

Both measurements and simulations show that snow albedo
is most sensitive to BC (that is, snow-albedo decrease is steepest
with increasing BC) at concentrations below 200 ppb. For example,
200 ppb is required to decrease the albedo of 110 µm Reff snow by
5%, whereas only 10–20 ppb of BC, a concentration level that is
typical for many natural environments1, decreases snow albedo by
1% (Fig. 3). A 1% albedo decrease, as noted above, is expected to
contribute to global warming and accelerate icemelting1,2.

It is important to note that, by virtue of our method of albedo
measurement, our results strictly apply to a solar zenith angle of
0�. This mimics sunlight striking normal to the snow surface and
yields the strongest albedo response to the BC contamination16.
Thus, whereas our results demonstrate a BC-caused snow-albedo
reduction and confirm previously modelled effects, the climate
implications of BC in snow are more appropriately inferred from
a more climatically relevant solar zenith angle of 60�. With the
sun lower in the sky, predicted albedo reductions owing to BC
are lower, as shown in Fig. 3 (dash–dot lines) for snow-grain
Reff of 110 and 400 µm.

Our measured and extrapolated 1↵BC compare best to the
SNICAR model (dashed lines in Fig. 3) for all snow grain sizes
when we prescribed BC MAC= 11m2 g�1, a value corresponding
to the middle of the shaded regions in Figs 1 and 2. When run
with MAC = 15m2 g�1 (not shown), SNICAR predicted much
larger amplification in the BC-caused albedo reduction than our

empirical model predicted for the larger-Reff snow. Although our
experiments provide an extensive verification of simulated snow-
albedo reduction owing to BC (Figs 1–3), some uncertainty remains
about BC-induced albedo reduction that could be addressed by
additional experiments with larger-grained snow.

Last, we note that potential increase in the rates of melting
and grain growth owing to the extra solar energy absorbed in
BC-contaminated snow—which contributes to the high warming
efficacy—also merits experimental study. Although we did not
measure melt rate, our data are consistent with one study that
measured enhanced snow-melt rate in BC-contaminated snow
relative to a pure snowpack. Conway et al.

17 measured a snow-
albedo reduction of 0.21 and a 50% increase in the ablation rate
of natural snow attributed to 500 ppb BC contamination. Our
empirical model predicts that 500 ppb BC would reduce pure-snow
albedo by 0.21 if Reff was 1, 150 µm, which is reasonably close to the
effective radius of 1,000 µmestimated byConway and colleagues.

Methods
In the laboratory, we made snow by freezing droplets of water sprayed into a
1.3-m-tall Styrofoam-insulated chamber cooled to �100 �C with liquid nitrogen.
Pristine and BC-containing snow were made by spraying pure water and aqueous
suspensions of BC, respectively. Aqueous BC suspensions were made using
gravimetrically measured amounts of flame-generated BC (ref. 25) turned
hydrophilic through exposure to ozone26,27 (Supplementary Section S1). BC
concentrations in melted snow samples were measured by absorption spectroscopy
with ppb-level sensitivity using a liquid waveguide capillary cell (Supplementary
Section S2). We controlled the size of the snow grains by varying the pressures
applied to different spray nozzles.

Using a digital microscope (Dino-Lite Pro, model AM413TS) at
magnification ⇥500 revealed that our laboratory snow grains were spherical
(Supplementary Fig. S3). Snow-grain effective radius—a single radius that would
yield the same albedo if the snow grains weremonodisperse rather than polydisperse
in size—was determined from spectral snow albedo between 1,000 and 2,500 nm
(Supplementary Fig. S4). Spectral snow albedo in this infrared region is highly
sensitive to and commonly used to estimate snow grain size13,15,24.

Snow albedo was measured using a spectrometer equipped with an integrating
sphere (15 cm in diameter) by normalizing the reflectance of snow samples to that
of a NIST-certified standard whose reflectance was Lambertian and ranged from
0.987 to 0.985 throughout the visible portion of the solar spectrum. A Lambertian
surface scatters radiation in all directions according to a cosine function and
snow is approximately Lambertian. Here, we measured snow albedo from 395 to
950 nm, the region of the solar spectrum where the radiative perturbation of BC
contamination is largest1,2,8.

It has been shown that use of an integrating sphere-equipped spectrometer
yields the same spectral reflectance and, when integrated over the solar spectrum,
the same albedo as a pyranometer system28, which is the common system
for measuring solar reflectance of large surfaces, such as a field of snow
with a length scale of several metres13,17. We discuss a key challenge of the
sphere/spectrometer method below and our approach to minimizing measurement
error. Advantages of our experimental approach include avoidance of the
shadowing error of the pyranometer method and uncertainties related to variability
in atmospheric conditions.

The integrating sphere was configured with the sample port at the bottom,
a collimated white-light beam introduced from the top and a fibre-optic cable
connected to the spectrometer at the side (Supplementary Fig. S5). To avoid the
substitution error associated with a single-beam integrating sphere29, we use the
comparison method, wherein the average reflectance and throughput of the sphere
remain unchanged when the reflectance standard and snow sample aremeasured by
the spectrometer. This and several additional steps taken to minimize measurement
error are described in greater detail in Supplementary Section S5.

The spectrally weighted albedo of snow over the full solar spectrum, ↵, was
calculated from spectrally resolved snow albedo, ↵(⌦), and solar spectral irradiance,
i(⌦), with a 5-nm resolution, d⌦ (ref. 28):

↵ =
R 2,500 nm
300 nm ↵(⌦)i(⌦)d⌦
R 2,500 nm
300 nm i(⌦)d⌦

More than ⇠99% of the surface solar flux is contained in the spectral region
between 300 and 2,500 nm. Although our measurements cover the visible and
part of the near infrared (395–950 nm) where the BC perturbation is greatest,
36% of the sun’s energy lies outside this region28. To compute snow albedo over
the entire solar spectrum, we considered three spectral regions separately. In
the ultraviolet (300–395 nm), we set ↵(⌦) equal to the measured ↵ (395 nm).
Snow albedo varies little in the ultraviolet1,14,15. In the visible and near infrared
(395–950 nm) we used the values of ↵(⌦) measured in our experiments. In the
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infrared (950–2,500 nm), where snow is strongly absorbing and BC has almost
no effect on its albedo1,8,14, we set ↵(⌦) equal to the value predicted by SNICAR
for pure snow at each Reff.
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